
Do you agree or disagree with following statement? Teachers should not make their social or political 
views known to students in the classroom. Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.

Teachers have been playing a vital role in the lives of many students. It is stated that educators should 
not reveal their social and political perspectives to learners in the classroom. In from my point of view 
This statement has both benefits and drawbacks for the following reasons.

On the one hand, teachers have a great impact on students in educative areas. The First and the 
foremost duty of educators is conveying their knowledge to students and they have to concentrate 
more on enriching the knowledge of the students in classrooms and put all of their efforts in teaching 
students them in a proper way about subjects. If they talk about their own beliefs about politics or 
social issues, it can distract the learners from their main goal which is learning. Furthermore, it can 
lead to sparking useless controversies among students and the teacher upon their standpoints.

On the other hand, it is true that the only duty of teachers is to teach students in a best way, but they 
can broaden the learners' horizons by expressing their opinions about social problems or politics and 
drag students into conversation about them and make them think about these issues. Not only does 
this trend propel students to think about issues, but it can also make them more active in classrooms. 
Moreover, this act can cause encourage students to become more interested in politics or social 
affairs and gain information about them, . hence, when they become an expert in a specific field of 
study, they give some solutions for tackling social problems.

To put it in a nutshell, from my standpoint based on the aforementioned explanation, this action 
approach/practice has both the desired and adverse effects on students. Although it can lead to 
distraction of students from their main goal which is learning, it might be beneficial for them because 
they have the chance to be more well-informed.


